
Our company is looking to fill the role of senior investment. Please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior investment

Assist with accounting research and compliance issues, including
interpretation and application
Co-ordinate newly formed New/Change Rules Committee for regulatory rules
across teams (Compliance, Legal, Trade Support and Investment Policy) to
make sure financial regulations across different regions (Canada, U.S. , UCITS)
are covered and properly interpreted
Work as project lead on internal initiatives including data integrity (data
warehouse project), investment mandate monitoring automation, vendor on-
boarding (e.g., for venue analysis application) and reporting improvement
Audit CRD mandate rules on CRD to ensure coverage and accuracy
Generate and maintain documentation related to procedures/responsibilities
New plan setups and existing plan changes in Commission or Billing systems
Communicates/conducts interviews with management regarding the risks
being managed by business unit
Assists in preparing audit reports, including executive summary and rating of
adequacy of control environments, making practical and value-added
recommendations to improve controls and the efficiency & effectiveness of
operations
Travel requirements range from 0 to 5%
Perform business, systems and data analysis, process design, and acceptance
testing across projects that require new research content and investment
analytics
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This new role must be credible in the eyes of AMG management locally in
North America and internationally as one of a few technical roles in Client
Propositions providing dedicated support to one of the key capabilities of the
firm
Working understanding of AMG and products/capabilities and credibility with
investments/products and a clear and consistent communication of AMG's
strategy and positioning across client types
Five or more years of experience relevant to portfolio construction of
alternative investment portfolios
Ensure highest Group standard is applied in the development and
dissemination of investment insights
The job holder will work collectively with colleagues and key stakeholders
within Group and Regional business to ensure the Region tracks towards the
central Group goals
Mimimum of a Bachelor's degree in marketing, business, related field or
equivalent expereince


